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Abstract
The Open Virtual Usability Lab (OpenVULab) is an open source tool with many applications for
research on learning technologies. Recent development of the tool has been directed towards
enhancing its accessibility. This study was conducted in an effort to evaluate the accessibility of
the participant interface of the tool, and to carry out a pilot test of one of the applications of tool,
namely, to evaluate website accessibility. University students with learning disabilities were
recruited for the study. The student participants found OpenVULab easy to use, and highly
valued the page display customization widget. Accessibility testing of the OpenVULab
participant pages and selected university websites with the students revealed the value of
conducting subjective accessibility testing (i.e., with potential users of the tool or website) to
complement the results of objective accessibility testing with automated tools such as AChecker.
Both automated tools and student participants identified potential accessibility issues, but the
issues identified were different. Future OpenVULab development efforts will be directed
towards incorporating student suggestions for enhancing the participant interface related to the
layout and options associated with the page display customization widget, and responding to
possible accessibility violations related to compatibility with assistive technology as revealed by
AChecker reports and field testing with Kurzweil 3000 on student laptops.

This research was undertaken with the generous support of the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada who bears no responsibility for the content of this report.
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I. Background
The Open Virtual Usability Lab (OpenVULab) is an open source screen and audio recording tool
with many applications for educational research. For example, OpenVULab may be used to
collect data from students as they interact with learning technologies such as course websites or
digital library catalogues. As a result, this tool supports research into understanding how students
interact with learning technologies as well as how usable and accessible the technologies are.
Given the increased prominence of technology use in education, as well as legislation that
mandates accessible implementation of e-learning in many jurisdictions (e.g., the Integrated
Accessibility Standards of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, the AODA, in
Ontario), OpenVULab is a tool that is highly relevant to educational research today.
OpenVULab collects data from participants before, during, and after they engage with learning
technologies without any researcher intervention. At the onset of a testing session, users log into
OpenVULab, are presented with a task to accomplish (e.g., to visit a website), and an online
questionnaire designed by the researcher pops up. The pre-session questionnaire could be used to
query users’ demographic information, personal characteristics, or previous computer
experience, for example. Then they are re-directed to the website and a recording of all their onscreen interactions begins. After they conclude the task, a post-session pop-up questionnaire
designed by the researcher elicits users’ perceptions about their experience, problems
encountered, suggestions for improving the website design, or other relevant questions.
OpenVULab creates on its server a digital video recording of all onscreen interactions. If a
microphone is connected to the computer, users’ verbalizations are also recorded and
synchronized with the video. Lastly, the researcher exports the video and questionnaire files
from the OpenVULab server for subsequent analysis using a video coding tool.
Several attributes of OpenVULab set it apart from other screen recording tools. First,
OpenVULab does not require users to install software on their computer. This is a significant
advantage as it allows researchers to deploy OpenVULab in campus computer labs where
computers are often locked down by network administrators so that software cannot be installed.
Secondly, students may work from their own computer when participating in a study and may
thus make use of their preferred web browser configurations. A third advantage is that
OpenVULab data are stored on a central server which leads to greater security and privacy
protection. Fourthly, OpenVULab is the only open source tool of its kind—all the others are
commercial products. This means that not only can other researchers use the tool at no cost, they
can modify it to suit their purposes.
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A beta version of the OpenVULab was used to test the ease-of-use of a Web-based game played
by 42 students in a university lab setting (Wideman et al., 2007). The study demonstrated that
OpenVULab can operate unobtrusively as students engaged in game play. While students did not
mention encountering any play problems when asked about play difficulties on the response
forms presented at the end of the game play period, and made no suggestions for improvements,
analysis of the screen and audio recordings revealed that they had encountered several
operational difficulties in the initial stages of game use. This study also demonstrated the value
of OpenVULab for documenting unintended or unanticipated processes and outcomes as
students engage in e-learning.
The most recent OpenVULab development efforts have been directed towards enhancing
accessibility of the tool, so that it may be used by researchers and participants with a wide range
of abilities and in a variety of contexts. For example, given the suitability of the tool for
conducting research into accessibility of learning technologies, it is important that the tool itself
is accessible so that it may be used by researchers and/or participants with disabilities. To this
end, a Fluid Infusion widget (http://fluidproject.org/products/infusion/) has been integrated into
each screen of OpenVULab (as shown in Figure 1 below) to allow users to customize the onscreen display.

Figure 1. The OpenVULab login page, illustrating the open customization menu along the top.
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Research objectives
The research objectives of this study were twofold. Firstly, this study was designed to evaluate
the accessibility of the OpenVULab participant interface. This was approached by conducting
objective accessibility testing of the relevant screens using automated tools and by conducting
subjective accessibility testing wherein the participant interface is used by university students.
Secondly, the use of OpenVULab in this study represents a pilot test of the ability of the tool to
facilitate subjective accessibility testing of websites. Moreover, this study allowed for a
comparison of the data obtained from subjective accessibility testing with end users to that
obtained from objective testing using automated tools in the absence of users.

II. Methodology
Participant recruitment
We recruited students with disabilities to work with OpenVULab in order to capture feedback
from a group of participants who may be expected to exhibit a wide range of needs and
preferences with respect to computer use. Recruitment emails were sent to students with
disabilities through the university listservs of the learning disabilities; and physical, sensory, and
medical disabilities divisions of Counselling and Disability Services of York University. A gift
certificate for the university campus bookstore was offered to participants as compensation for
their time. Due to the possibility that some of the student participants may consider themselves to
be print-disabled and thus have difficulty reading a printed document (Coombs, 2010), the
informed consent form was emailed to students in advance of the testing session to allow them to
use assistive software to preview the forms in electronic format if desired.
We aimed to recruit approximately five students to participate in this study. This was based on
Nielsen’s assertion that four to five users are likely to find the majority of usability problems
when conducting usability testing (Nielsen, 1993), and the relationship between usability and
accessibility. Namely, that accessibility testing may be considered to be an extension of usability
testing that is aimed at identifying if software is usable by a wide range of users (Henry, 2007).
Subjective accessibility testing sessions
An office workstation (a cubicle with privacy panels) equipped with a desktop computer with
attached external gooseneck microphone and mouse was used as the testing laboratory. Two
researchers were present with each student during testing sessions. During sessions of
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approximately 30 min, students were asked to sign up for an OpenVULab account at the
OpenVULab homepage, set page display preferences using the customization widget, log in to
OpenVULab and complete an assigned project, and discuss their experience with the program
and websites during an exit interview. Following this, students who had brought personal laptop
computers with the text-to-speech software Kurzweil 3000 installed were asked to use the “Read
the web” feature of the program to test the OpenVULab pages for screen reader compatibility.
The OpenVULab project included a pre-test survey, a short task to complete while navigating
through websites (stated as “Your task is to locate the hours of the York University Bookstore”
and initiated from the York University homepage), and a post-test survey. While navigating
through the university websites, the on-screen interactions and verbalizations of the students
were recorded, and students were asked to use the think aloud protocol (Ericsson & Simon,
1993) to verbalize their thoughts. Refer to Appendix A, B, and C for the pre-test survey
questions, post-test survey questions, and exit interview protocol, respectively.
Initial exploration of OpenVULab (including signing up for an account, setting page display
preferences, logging in to OpenVULab, and accessing the testing project) were completed with
coaching from the researchers. The testing project itself (including surveys and a university
website exploration task) was completed by the students without coaching from the researchers,
with the exception of reminding students of the website exploration task when necessary.
Objective accessibility testing
OpenVULab screens and university websites that all students accessed were analyzed for
accessibility using automated tools. AChecker (http://achecker.ca/) was used to evaluate the
screens/websites for conformance to the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0
Level AA (the required conformance level as stipulated by the AODA and commonly appearing
in legislation in other jurisdictions). The Firefox add-on Fangs (https://addons.mozilla.org/enus/firefox/addon/fangs-screen-reader-emulator/), a screen reader emulator, was also used to
understand how selected pages would be translated from text to speech.
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III. Results
Student participant profiles
Seven student participants were recruited for this study, as described in Table 1.
Table 1
Self-Reported Participant Characteristics
Participanta

Disabilityb

Common difficulties encountered while using the computer

Nora

L

using library search tools and navigating on pages with a lot of
information; small fonts on websites

Breanne

L and M

Hilde

L

spelling without a spell checker program

Sara

L

reading large chunks of text, especially on the Internet

Julie

L

text-to-speech software does not work with all electronic
articles or websites

Chantelle

L

finding information on websites, especially if visiting the
website for the first time

Teri

L

working with websites and programs with many buttons and
cluttered layouts

locating information on websites

a

All students are female undergraduates, and pseudonyms are used in lieu of participant names.

b

LD = learning disability; M = mental health disability

OpenVULab pre-test survey results revealed that all student participants had completed an online
survey for other purposes before this study. Additional relevant pre-test survey data are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2
Self-Reported Participant Computer Use and Skills (N = 7)

Question

Mean Rating

How frequently do you work on a computer?

4.9a

How would you describe your overall skills in using the Internet?

4.1b

How would you rate your ability to navigate through websites?

3.4b

How would you rate your ability to find information on websites?

3.1b

a

Scale 1 = very rarely to 5 = very often

b

Scale 1 = very poor to 5 = very good

Accessibility testing of the OpenVULab participant interface
The OpenVULab participant interface includes five key pages: the software login page, the
account creation page, the project homepage, survey pages, and the project task introduction
page. Refer to Figure 1 and Appendix D for screenshots of these pages, and Table 3 for a
summary of accessibility testing results of these pages. When a student laptop with Kurzweil was
used to read OpenVULab pages, the screen reader became stuck at the customization widget and
the student was unable to advance to other sections of the page. However, this actual problem
was not predicted when Fangs was used to predict the screen reader output on OpenVULab
pages (data not shown). The cause of the problem may have been due to the setup of the
students’ computer, which was an older model, or it may be due to problems with the Infusion
widget code.
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Table 3
Results of accessibility testing of OpenVULab participant pages

Page

Objective Testing with Acheckera

Login

No known problems

No problems encountered or specific
likes/dislikes discussed

Account
creation

2 success criteria violations (2
individual problems): link buttons
without alternate text

No problems encountered or specific
likes/dislikes discussed

Project
homepage

2 success criteria violations (3
individual problems): missing
information required for assistive
technologies (incorrect header nesting,
language not identified, invalid
language code)

No problems encountered or specific
likes/dislikes discussed

Surveysc

5 success criteria violations (112
individual problems): missing
information required for assistive
technologies (missing labels for inputs
such as radio boxes; language not
identified), insufficient text to
background color contrast

Likes: clean background (good text to
background contrast); short and simple
questions

2 success criteria violations (2
individual problems): missing
information required for assistive
technologies (language not identified);
link button without alternate text

The project task instructions were less
prominent than the agreement to be
recorded (some students did not notice
the project task instructions)

Project
task intro

Subjective Testing with Studentsb

Dislikes: some question wording was
confusing; the size of radio buttons and
check boxes are not increased when the
enlarge inputs option is selected from the
page customization widget; line spacing
between answers within individual
questions increases too much when text
size is increased

a

AChecker was used to test for WCAG 2.0 AA compliance, which includes conformance testing against
61 success criteria.
b

None of the students used assistive software when participating in the study.

c

The pre-test survey page was included in this analysis. This survey included yes/no, radio box, check
boxes, drop-down menu, and text box question formats.
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The customization widget (refer back to Figure 1) is a feature that appears on all OpenVULab
pages. Students offered substantial oral feedback about the page display customization widget.
The presence of the widget was deemed very helpful overall. Students would, however, prefer a
more informative name for the widget as “show display preferences” did not necessarily convey
that this is a location where the preferences can be changed. Students liked the ability to change
the display preferences on every OpenVULab page including when viewing different regions of
the same page, and Sara expressed interest in having the widget available on all webpages that
she views (i.e., not just in OpenVULab). However, on some pages the widget was not prominent.
For example, when reading survey questions, the widget in the upper right corner was not in the
area of the page that the students were focusing on; and the widget disappears from view entirely
when scrolling down on a long page such as a page with a lengthy survey.
Table 4 presents the usage of the customization options when students were participating in
OpenVULab as compared to self-reported typical use of customization features when browsing
websites. Nora commented that she does not typically adjust page display settings because she is
not aware of how to do that with her web browser.
Table 4
The use of page display customization options by student participants (N = 7)

Typically
Adjusteda

Adjusted
b

Mean Ease of
Adjustmentc

text size

71

71

4.6

text style

43

100

4.9

line spacing

14

57

4.4

color & contrast

0

0

4.7

Layout & Navigation

show Table of Contents

29

57

No data

Links & Buttons

emphasize links

29

57

4.3

enlarge inputs

14

43

4.4

Customization Option
Text & Display

a

Frequencies are reported as the percentage of students who self-reported typically adjusting this
parameter when working on the computer (i.e., typical practices self-reported for outside of this study).
b

Frequencies are reported as the percentage of students who chose to use an adjusted setting for the
relevant parameter while working with OpenVULab.
c

Students were asked to try adjusting all parameters while working within OpenVULab; Scale 1 = very
difficult to 5 = very easy
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Student oral feedback about the individual customization options correlate with the observations
in Table 4. In particular:
 The ability to increase text size and change text style was deemed particularly important
to the students. According to Breanne, “For text size, I like seeing it big because it’s
easier for me to read. If it’s really small then I’m just kind of squinting and all the words
get kind of almost mashed together.”
 All of the students selected a customized text style, with 4 of the 7 students choosing
Times New Roman as their preferred font. Students were generally satisfied with the font
options, though Sara suggested that the addition of Century Schoolbook as an option
would also be helpful.
 None of the students reported typically adjusting color contrast and they did not do so
while using OpenVULab. While they did not find the available alternate color schemes to
be helpful or aesthetically pleasing, some students did acknowledge that the availability
of those options may be useful to some students (e.g., students with visual impairments).
 While some students liked the ability to display a table of contents, it was noted that there
was insufficient text to background contrast with this feature.
 Some students liked the emphasized links and enlarged inputs, while others found the
links and inputs to be too prominent on the page when these options were selected.
In addition to the five primary pages with the customization widget discussed above, participants
must also access a link to start and stop the recording process (visible in the top center of the
browser) when commencing and concluding the project task. While students did not have any
difficulty with starting the screen and audio recording to begin the assigned project task, the link
needed to stop the recording disappeared from view during sessions with two of the students.
This happened when Hilde concluded the task while having scrolled down to the bottom of a
lengthy page, and when Teri clicked on a link that opened a new browser tab.
Overall, students rated their overall experience with using OpenVULab as “good” or “very
good.”
Pilot testing of OpenVULab as a web accessibility testing tool
OpenVULab created video recordings of the students’ on-screen interactions synced with their
think aloud verbalizations as they completed the project task (locating the hours of the York
University Bookstore). Review of the videos allowed us to determine the efficiency of task
completion, note sentiment displays (expressions of displeasure), and recognize other interesting
trends in the students’ on-screen activities.
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The individual students all began with the York University homepage and ended at the York
University Bookstore homepage (as shown in Appendix E), though they accessed different
websites in between. All students were successful in completing the project task. Six of the seven
students completed the task in approximately 30 s, while Breanne required approximately 1 min
and 45 s to complete the task. It was observed that students encountered little to no difficulty
locating the bookstore hours from the bookstore homepage (http://bookstore.yorku.ca/) but found
it more difficult to identify how to locate the bookstore homepage when presented with the
university homepage (http://yorku.ca) at the onset of the task. During task completion, Breanne’s
think aloud verbalizations included the statement “I’ve always hated this webpage [the York
University homepage]” and an expression of frustration (a sigh).
During the exit interviews, several students offered more comments about their experience in
completing the project task and with the university websites in general. For example, Breanne
commented that she normally prefers to use the Google search tool to find York University
webpages rather than visiting the university homepage directly, and that she remembered noting
that the university webpages were poorly designed when she was first applying for admission.
Nora commented that the York University websites have small font and that it may have been a
“fluke” that she found the bookstore hours so fast, as it was the familiar location of links along
the left side of the bookstore homepage that directed her quickly to the hours link. Sara noted
that York University websites have a lot of information condensed in small areas (which is
difficult for students with print disabilities to read), and Julie commented that the OpenVULab
pages were easier to work with than the York University webpages.
The two websites that were accessed by all students, namely, the York University and the York
University Bookstore homepages were analyzed for WCAG 2.0 AA violations with AChecker.
The AChecker results revealed three WCAG 2.0 AA success criteria violations (20 individual
known violations in total) for the university homepage, and five WCAG 2.0 AA success criteria
violations (51 individual known violations in total) for the bookstore homepage. These
violations are related to incorrect or absent labels in the underlying code of the webpages that
may be required to provide information for assistive technologies such as text-to-speech
software. For example, the university homepage does not specify the document language, while
the bookstore homepage includes 10 images that lack alternate text descriptions.

IV. Discussion and Future Work
Accessibility of the OpenVULab participant interface
Feedback from student participants about the OpenVULab participant interface was highly
positive. All students were able to successfully create an account, set page display preferences,
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and complete a project (including survey and task completion). While students did offer
suggestions for improvement of the interface, there were no critical problems identified that
prevented them from completing any of the steps. As none of the student participants required
the use of Kurzweil 3000 to read the OpenVULab pages, the problem identified with the screen
reader function becoming stuck on the customization widget did not hinder the students
participating in this study. However, this could be a problem for other participants for whom the
use of Kurzweil 3000 or similar assistive software is required.
The page display customization widget was both useful and easy to use. The observed frequency
of use of adjusted page display settings in OpenVULab exceeded typical adjustment frequencies
that students self-reported. This may correlate with the ease of use of the customization widget
compared to other means of adjusting web browser settings. For example, text size (the most
common parameter that students frequently adjust) can be easily enlarged with keyboard shortcut
keys, while other adjustments such as text style and line spacing typically require more effort to
adjust. Indeed, Nora indicated that she wasn’t aware that a parameter such as line spacing could
be adjusted on her web browser.
Objective accessibility testing of the OpenVULab participant pages revealed violations of a few
WCAG 2.0 AA success criteria. It is evident that the use of an automated accessibility testing
tool such as AChecker is valuable with respect to identifying potential problems related to the
use of assistive software, yet less valuable with identifying problems related to the needs of
students with print disabilities who do not use assistive software. For example, none of the
suggestions for improvement offered by students about the survey format could be related to
results of the AChecker report. Moreover, the feedback related to text to background color
contrast for the survey pages obtained from AChecker directly conflicts with feedback from
students. AChecker was not able to offer feedback regarding the understandability of survey
questions, though some students found the wording to be sub-optimal.
Accessibility testing of York University websites
This study demonstrated that OpenVULab can be used to create videos of students’ on-screen
interactions and verbalizations as they work with websites, as well as administer pre- and posttest surveys. While the project task in this study was quite small, the results did demonstrate the
usefulness of the tool for creating videos that can be reviewed and coded, and from which
several pieces of useful information can be obtained.
We were able to compare the results of objective accessibility testing of two York University
websites with the results of the OpenVULab videos (as well as exit interview comments).
Overall, the data from the AChecker reports for the two webpages paints a different picture of
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the actual subjective experiences of the students in this study, as they found it easier to work with
the bookstore homepage than the university homepage. While the AChecker report identified
many individual accessibility problems with both webpages (more for the bookstore page) and a
cursory visual inspection of both pages (refer to Appendix E) may suggest that the bookstore
homepage is cluttered relative to the university homepage, students more readily found what they
were looking for from the bookstore page. This may be due to the more traditional layout of all
key links appearing along the left side of the bookstore webpage, as this was the first area that
most students examined. This information about the importance of the page layout was not
detected by the automated accessibility testing tool.
Conclusions and future OpenVULab development goals
This study has demonstrated that the OpenVULab participant interface is easy to use and
accessible for students with learning disabilities. Accessibility of the software for students with
disabilities may be the ultimate acid test of accessibility, as students with disabilities may
collectively represent a sample of users with a wide range of needs and preferences. The students
in this study reported commonly having difficulty with finding information on websites
(especially when visiting a website for the first time), with reading large chunks of text online,
with small text, and cluttered layouts. These are challenges that any user may experience to a
varying degree. As a result, the positive feedback from the students in this study about
OpenVuLab suggests that the software is likely to be accessible to a very wide range of users,
and that their suggestions for additional improvements to the software may benefit all users.
OpenVULab was also shown to be a useful tool for web accessibility research. The videos of the
OpenVULab project revealed information about the webpages that did not appear in the
AChecker reports of the same pages. Similarly, the exit interviews with students also yielded
useful information about their experience completing the project task that objective accessibility
testing did not address.
Future OpenVULab development goals include incorporation of student feedback into the design
process. For example, this will include expanding the text options and line spacing range within
the page display customization widget. It is also necessary to respond to the WCAG 2.0 AA
violations identified by AChecker and the Kurzweil 3000 screen reading error in order to
enhance accessibility of the tool for users such as students with visual impairments who require
text-to-speech software when working on the computer.
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Appendix A: Pre-Test Survey Questions
1. Have you completed an online questionnaire before?
o Yes
o No
2. What type of disability, if any, do you identify with? You may select more than one
answer for this question.
 I do not have a disability
 I have a learning or cognitive disability
 I have a physical disability
 I have a mental health disability
 I have a hearing impairment
 I have a visual impairment
3. How frequently do you work on a computer?
o Very rarely
o Rarely
o Occasionally
o Often
o Very often
4. Which of the following settings do you typically adjust when viewing webpages or
materials on the computer? You may select more than one answer for this question.
o Text size
o Text style
o Line spacing
o Color and contrast
o Table of Contents display
o Hyperlink emphasis
o Size of buttons or drop-down menus
o I don’t typically adjust any of these settings
5. How would you describe your overall skills in using the Internet?
o Very poor
o Poor
o Moderate
o Good
o Very good
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6. How would you rate your ability to navigate through websites?
o Very poor
o Poor
o Moderate
o Good
o Very good
7. How would you rate your ability to locate information on websites?
o Very poor
o Poor
o Moderate
o Good
o Very good
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Appendix B: Post-Test Survey Questions
1. How would you rate the ease of customization of text size within OpenVULab?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
2. How would you rate the ease of customization of text style within OpenVULab?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
3. How would you rate the ease of customization of line spacing within OpenVULab?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
4. How would you rate the ease of customization of color and contrast within OpenVULab?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
5. How would you rate the ease of customization of hyperlink emphasis within
OpenVULab?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
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6. How would you rate the ease of customization of the size of buttons or drop-down menus
within OpenVULab?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
7. How would you rate the ease of reading the task instructions that appeared after you
completed the pre-test questionnaire?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
8. How would you rate the ease of accessing this questionnaire after completing the
assigned task from York University websites?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
9. How would you rate the ease of completing a questionnaire such as this one within
OpenVULab?
o Very difficult
o Difficult
o Moderate
o Easy
o Very easy
10. How would you rate your overall experience with using OpenVULab today?
o Very poor
o Poor
o Moderate
o Good
o Very good
11. Please list any recommendations that you have for improving OpenVULab below.
The OpenVULab
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Appendix C: Exit Interview Protocol
Thank you for participating in this testing session today. To conclude this session, I’d like to ask
you a few questions to learn more about your experience participating in this study.
1. Did you find the options for customizing the display preferences in OpenVULab to be
helpful?
o Which options did you find the most helpful?
o Were there sufficient customization options? If not, which additional options
would you find helpful?
2. Did you encounter any other difficulties when completing either the introductory or
concluding questionnaire?
o Were the questions easy to understand?
o Did you have difficulty selecting your answer (e.g., clicking in the correct box,
making a selection from a drop down menu, or typing in a response to a fill-inthe-blank question)?
3. Is there anything else that you’d like to tell me about your experience today and the ease
of use of OpenVULab?
o What did you like the best about it?
o What did you like the least about it?
Thank you for participating in this study. Your feedback has been very helpful today.
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Appendix D: OpenVULab Screenshots
Account creation page

Project homepage
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Survey page

Project task introduction page
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Appendix E: External websites accessed by students
York University homepage
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York University Bookstore homepage
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